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Munitz says presidents
can boost health costs

KAREN C HANNER

SPARTAN DAILY

CSU Chancellor Barry Munitz
BY NICOLE SIRI
Spartan

Daily man WIlIer

CSU Chancellor Barry Munitz now has the ability to give campus presidents reign over raising student health fee costs, as long as each university’s
Student Health Advisory Committee is consulted,
said CSU Spokesman Steve MacCarthy.
Current CSU trustee policy offers health services
to students for free or a nominal cost of no more
than $25, MacCarthy said. The new policy would
allow the president to request that Munitz increase
health fees.
SJSU currently provides basic health services for

FRIDAY
Spam it, basketball
narrowly beats Stanford
in 56-52 upset.
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Wallowing with the pigskin

free, said Robert Latta, associate director of health
services. Basic services include such things as Xrays, lab work and visits with a nurse, Latta said.
Students can purchase a Spartan Health Card for
$20 that covers augmented services such as a full
examination or referrals to specialists, Latta said.
Latta said the academic side of the university is
looking toward eliminating the student health budget. If that is the case, the only option would be to
implement a health fee which would increase current costs, :.e said.
"We’re being told we have to look at ways to be
self-sufficient?’ Latta said. "However, it is too premature to talk of how much health fees would cost
in that situation.
"Prior to 1985, student health services were
funded only by student fees. So if we had to become
self-sufficient, we would be going back to that same
situation, which is still much less expensive than
medical service outside of the university?’
Janet Redding, director of university advancement, said it is too early to predict a request by
President Handel Evans to increase costs for health
services.
"All areas of the university will be looked at by
priority, and then recommendations will be made?’
Redding said. "People are exploring fees in all areas
so it is too early to tell:’
The president is required to demonstrate a
financial need for a fee increase and that there has
been consultation, said Harold Haak, interim
senior vice chancellor for academic affairs.
Munitz said there will be a reasonable, sensible
relationship between service and cost.
"The chancellor will not do anything unless the
president applies to him to raise the fees:’ MacCarthy said.

Labyrinth marks spiritual journey
BY Amos FABIAN

Spartan

Daily Stall Writer

The spiritual journey of life could start with a
first step on a painted labyrinth at the SJSU Campus Ministry Center Sunday between 1:30 and 5
p.m., said the Rev. Penny Mann.
Mann, the campus minister for United Campus
Christian Ministry, said the 20-square-foot pattern, which will be laid on the chapel’s floor, could
serve as a tool of self-reflection.
The labyrinth, a pathway contained within a

pattern, is a symbol that transcends cultures and
centuries, she said.
Some American Indians weave labyrinths onto
baskets as a reflection on the journey of life, she
said.
In Greek mythology, Theseus walked through a
labyrinth to meet Minotaur, the half-man/halfbeast he killed to avoid further human sacrifices.
Medieval Christians walked a labyrinth as an

MATT WALLIS

Jason Deadman, left, and Maruice Atkins, right,
knock down Jeff Callica during a game of mud

SPECIAL TO THE SPARTAN DAILY

football game at Quirks Meadow during a rainstorm Wednesday night.

See LABYRINTH, Page 3

Math and science professors
visit Ekaterinburg university
to help in exchange program
SJSU works with city ofSan Jose
to ilevelop sister-city irlationship
with Russian Silicon Why’
BY RICHARD ESPINOZA
’Tartan Daily Stall Wntr r

MARGO 1 SANCHEZ SPARTAN DAILY

Professor Keui-Wu Tsai jokes with students while lecturing for a final exam Wednesday morning.

Tsai honored for bringing real world to SJSU
BY KA RA GARCIA

’Tarim, I Lie) itt Writer
Civil engineering Professor Keui-Wu Tsai chose
teaching and education as a
career because he dreamed of
sharing his love of engineering with others.
Tsai was honored for his
accomplishments as an educator on Nov. 16 when he
received the 1991-1992 "Outstanding Professor Award,"
given by a special committee
of the Academic Senate at
SJSU.

111101.11.MaA1111.11..imillillailimmMM.EM.IIIMIIIIIIIalae

"1 feel very honored and
lucky (to receive the award)
because there are so many
outstanding professors on
campus?’ Tsai said.
Emeritus
Professor
Leonard Bushnell said Tsai is
"one of the few genuine technical experts who is as concerned with effective teaching as with engineering
expertise."
During his first year of
teaching at SJSU in 1971, Tsai
said he realized there was a
gap in the information in the

classroom textbooks he was
using and what was happening in the real world of engineering.
He decided to gain the
"real world knowledge" he
needed by working full time
as a consultant and troubleshooter on various projects. Today, Tsai organizes
his lectures around the real world engineering problems
he has learned about through
the projects. His plans are to
continue serving as a consultant and using the informa-

tion in the classroom.
In the latest project, he
served as the special geotech nical engineering adviser to
the Taipei (Taiwan) Metropolitan Rapid Transit System.
Tsai’s students rate hint
"consistently the highest in
all categories in spite of the
fact that he is a tough grader
and a very demanding
teacher?’
said
Bernard
Gabrielsen, emeritus chair of
See PROFESSOR, Page 3

are cutting the programs into smaller
pieces, cleaning them of certain military aspects and making them more
user-friendly for the private sector.
Phillips returned to SJSU with two
pieces of software to edit for use in the
United States.
More importantly to group mem-

SJSU is strengthening ties with Russian scientists through an exchange program with Urals State University in
Ekaterinburg, Russia.
Dean Alan Ling from the College of
Science and Chairman Wril Phillips of
the math and computer science department visited the Russian university with
three other professors during the last
week of October. ’
The group’s primary mission was to
set up contacts for a university
exchange established as part of the San
Jose-Ekaterinburg Sister City Program.
’No Ekaterinburg academics visited
SJSU at the beginning of October.
1’eril Phillips
51.11,
KY e Javartmeni hamrun
The program, which is still in its
early stages, may pave the way to tapping the wealth of scientific knowledge
hers, they returned with electronic mail
concentrated in the Ekaterinburg area.
The region’s universities and techni- and fax numbers of Russian contacts.
cal institutes were dedicated to supportThe sister-city association formerly
ing the Soviet military until the collapse used hand couriers for their intercontiof the USSR. Russians are now looking nental communications because the
for ways to put their expertise to work mail system was unreliable.
in the private sector to earn much Anybody from the group who travneeded hard currency.
eled from one nation to the other was
"The universities in Russia have been typically loaded down with letters and
given a much freer hand to engage in packages to deliver at the other end,
private enterprise ventures?’ Phillips Ling said.
said.
Physics Professor Patrick Hamill
The Ekaterinburg area is a strong returned with a pile of projects for
software -producing area, Phillips said, which Russian researchers are looking
but the programmers have been tailor- for partners, but he has not found any
ing their work to the military. Now they matches for SISU researchers.

’The universities in
Russia have been
given a muchfreer
hand to engage in
private enterprise
ventures.’
a..] lnrglie
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EDITORIAL

Society, not nature, creates
the deadly disease of rape
Womenfightfor their lives in
war zones where rape must be
recognized as a war crime.
deadly disease is quickly
spreading across this world.
It is a disease in society that
takes sweet, innocent boys
and creates them into rapists.
Boys are not born rapists, they are
influenced by their surroundings.
And it is society that forms men, like
the Iraqi soldier’s in Kuwait, into
rapists of women and children.
The universal male mentality
especially in third world countries
where war is abundant is that
women are merely properties, to be
bought, sold, and conquered.
During these times of war, for
instance, soldiers take over a city raping women and children. They are
considered a property of that city and
therefore are conquered. To the victor
goes the spoils.
The question is, are we, as the rest
of the world, condoning the teachings
of society and subsequently rapists by
not taking a firm stand against the
problem?
Has our society decided to stop
supporting these acts by taking some
forceful form of action to stop it?
Nope.
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And the third world countries are
not the only nations subject to this
type of immorality.
In cities all over the United States,
girls as young as 15, and younger, are
being raped by a friend or a family
member, because they were supposedly wearing seductive clothing and
asking for it.
The rapist is not only sexually victimizing these girls, but also leaving a
host of insecurities and emotions to
suffer with for years.
The fight against rape victims of all
ages is a war against society. In this
war, women and children are literally
fighting for their lives. This needs to
end.
Women are not property to be conquered by means of rape. The society
of the world should make rape a
crime of war, punishable by federal
law.
But most importantly, society
needs to remember that women,
whatever age, are human yes
human. They live, they breathe, and
they feel just as much as men.
Herein lies where society needs to
change. Boys should be brought up to
treat women as equal and not as only
a means to please themselves.
And finally, something that society
has heard before but may need to hear
once again: no means no.

Letters to the editor
No more parking spaces
I was very disturbed to read last
Friday’s article, "Fate of San Carlos
closer to resolution:’ (Spartan Daily
11/20)
One resounding question kept
creeping into my mind What do
2,500 parking spaces have to do with
the closure of San Carlos Street? I
would understand if the closure of
San Carlos would sacrifice an equal
number of spaces, but as the article
pointed out, San Carlos provides less
than 100 parking spaces. So what’s the
connection?
As I see it, there is no reasonable
connection. It is as the article stated,
"... a lever to pressure the university
on unrelated issues." O.K., I understand that, but why do we need
another parking structure?
Creating more parking spaces just
encourages more driving which creates more traffic congestion. Before
you know it, the new parking structures will be full and folks will again
be screaming or another new parking
structure?
Furthermore, the proponents of
this parking structure idea want the

structure built where the city had
plans to build a skating rink. Which
would you rather have near campus: a
new skating rink (or other entertainment oriented establishment) or
another parking structure?
Creating more parking space is a
short sighted, illogical goal which
does nothing but push aside the real
issue. The problem lies in the fact that
there are too many single occupancy
vehicles on the road, not in a lack of
parking spaces. When will we ever
learn?
What we need is a stronger focus
on transit usage. A majority of SJSU
students commute to campus. Not
only are busses and light rail an
option, but Galt rain serves as an alternative for commuters from the peninsula. We need only to look to our
neighbors in southern California to
see that creating more spaces for cars
only creates more traffic. Let’s learn
from their mistakes rather than making a disastrous mistake of our own.

Tamara Swanson
Senior. Child Devehpment
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Pro-choice should go beyond abortion rights
the nervous
Finally
war over abortion
rights has been
at least
decided
temporarily and the good
guys won.
The Supreme Court wisely
decided that a woman has the
constitutional right loan abortion.
Now it’s time to take this
issue one step further.
Just what exactly does the
word "pro-choice" mean? As
the argument goes, a woman
has the right to chose to do
what she will with her body. which is illegal. There are peoNow why can’t this argument ple who suffer through
extend past the issue of abor- unimaginable horrors in our
tion and encompass all aspects society to the point where ending life is the only humane
of life?
A human being is a singular choice.
But existing laws make it
thing. It is owned by one person and its actions should be not only unlawful, but shamedecided by that one person, so ful to take a life that belongs to
long as there is no harm to you in the first place.
Of particular disadvantage
anyone else. But in too many
situations in our lives our fates in the subject of suicide are
hospital patients with no
are decided by other people.
Take the case of suicide, chance for improved health.

People . . . haveyet
to realize that all of
us need to have the
right to choose what
to do with our
bodies,

They have no means of their
own to ease their suffering.
Anyone who has read the book
"Johnny Got His Gun" would
understand the waking nightmare of being alive without the
ability to really live that these
people go through.
As California voters this last
election, we had the chance to
give patients the choice to die
if they wanted. But because we
ignorantly think of a heartbeat
as the only criterion for living,
it was shot down.
Another choice that gets
suppressed in our society is
drug use. The simple fact is
that responsible drug use
doesn’t do harm to anyone but
the user. The fact that it is illegal is the most damaging
aspect of this controversy. If it
were legal, people wouldn’t
have to shoot each other over
it.
But people both our
leaders and everyday citizens
have yet to see far enough
ahead to realize that all of us

mu I Batcho
Writer’s Forum
need to have the right to
choose what to do with our
bodies.
I am happy with the decision by the Supreme Court. I
am relieved that women are
making gains over conservative male-only way of thinking. But now we need to go
further and apply the word
"pro-choice" to all aspects of
life.
While one battle is ending,
this one is just beginning.

Does anyone ever speak the same language?
nthropologists and
other heady types
who propose to know
suggest that what
really separates human beings
from other creatures (and what
ultimately makes us so much
more cool) is our ability to formulate and use language.
While we may banter back and
forth about whether or not the
various yaps, chirps and sputters of the "lower" beasties
constitutes a form of linguistic
communication, the fact
remains that this distinction is
extremely effective in explaining why us humans are in such
a state of fundamental confusion.
I mean, when you really
look at it, the history of people
is really characterized by an
absence of having any real concrete idea of what the hell we’re
doing: Philosophers argue
back and forth about what the
answer is when they can’t even
agree on the question; politicians debate over what the best
way to run a country is when
they can’t even figure out what
a government is; economists
theorize the future of the marketplace while vague buying
habits and the whims of wall
street suits playing with blips
of abstract value determine
whether or not there’s a recession; and meanwhile the rest of
us idiots sit around convincing
ourselves that this is all a really
meaningful exchange.
So it should really come as
no surprise that, given the way
it works (or doesn’t), the
source of our stupefaction is
language. I mean, c’mon you
third grade teachers out there,
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you aren’t fooling anyone with
your vocabulary tests. You
can’t even define a word without giving us another word,
and then another word to
define that one, and then
another word ad absurdum.
The whole project of trying to
understand what words mean
is an exercise in infinite
regress. Words don’t "mean"
anything, they’re just empty
little signifiers that we like to
think have some bearing on
the outside world,

the history of
people is really
characterized by an
absence ofhaving
any real concrete
idea ofwhat the hell
we’re doing. . .
. . .

So where does meaning
come from? Simple, we make it
up as we go along. Unfortunately, we don’t all always make
it up the same, and we’re all put
in the rather laughable situation of using the same words to
mean different things. But
since we don’t realize this (for
to realize this would make any
form of communication pretty
much impossible), we yell and
scream back and forth with
one another about who’s right
when all the while, like the
philosophers, we can’t even fig-

ure out what the hell we mean!
Examples of this phenomenon are everywhere. Indeed, it
is at the foundation of every
disagreement in the history of
our overserious, self-indulgent
little lives. Abortion is a cornmon and particularly hilarious
instance: Pro-choicers and
pro-lifers and anti-thisers and
pro-thaters get in some pretty
confused discussions about
why one form of behavior/government/medicine/morality is
better than another, when really all the while they just can’t
agree on what should be meant
by "life." Instead, they run off
on all these weird moral and
pragmatic tangents about
what’s right and wrong and
who should be making what
decisions for who. No wonder
they can’t figure it out; they
can’t even define a simple four
letter word let alone try and
distinguish between different
categories of argumentation.
And then there’s "the environment." A massive contingent of self-righteous tree-huggers has emerged in the past
couple decades, spurned on by
the mesmerizirT mantra,
"Save the Planet.’ Save the
planet? What an absurd
notion! Does the planet need
saving? Is it worried about its
future and the future of its
kids? No! This is only some
kind of weird anthropomorphism to save us form really
considering the fact that environmentalism is and always
will be fundamentally misguided until it realizes that
what we really are talking
about is saving us. We’re corn mitting suicide, and quite

pup
Sean Cooper
Wnter s Forum
frankly, the planet doesn’t care.
But instead of defining the
problem and working toward
cultural, behavioral and economic change that will replace
the ever-consuming western
ideal of accumulating mass
quantities of stuff, were worried about spotted owls and
the poor old ozone layer!
So language is inherently
meaningless and humans are
fundamentally confused
what are we supposed to do
with that? Well, for one, we can
stop being so vain as to believe
that we have it right all the
time and that our perspective
is the only perspective on the
subject. 1A’e don’t have to reject
the truth and give in to the
ultimate absurdity of human
existence, but we do have to at
least acknowledge the fact that
we’ll never really figure it all
out, and that if we stop assuming that we can, we can stop
arguing and maybe try working together for a change. As
Tom Robbins once wrote:
"Life’s too important to take
seriously."

Sean Cooper is Daily staff writer
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The San Jose State calendar

Today
AEROBICS SECTION OF THE
HUMAN
PERFORMANCE
DEPARTMENT: Aerobic-thon, 4 6 p.m., SPX 44-B, call 924-3022.
BAPTIST
STUDENT
MINISTRIES: Christmas party, 7 p.m.,
Willow Park club house in Mountain
View, call 925-2980.
GOLDEN KEY: End of semester
dinner, 7 p.m., call 978-8108.
LDSSA, LATTER DAY SAINTS
STUDENT ASSOCIATION: Friday Forum, Japanese Cooking by
Bruce, 12:30 p.m., LDSSA Institute.
MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOCIATION: Friday meeting prayer, 12:30
- 2 p.m., Student Union Costanoan
Room, call 241-0850.
NINTH
STREET
ILLUSTRATORS: Christmas card sale, 9 a.m. 5 p.m., in front of the Student
Union, call 997-0901.
NU ALPHA KAPPA / CHICANO
COMMENCEMENT: Posadas at
SJSU, 6 p.m., procession at 5:30
p.m., 38 So. 11th St., call 924-2707.
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
THEATRE:
"Shaggy
Wolfman
Tales," 1:15 p.m. and 7:30 p.m., Studio Theatre, Hugh Gillis Hall 103, call
924-4555.

Saturday
A.S. PROGRAM BOARD: Pato
Banton with Crucial Music Reggae

concert, 9 p.m, Student Union Ballroom, tickets available at BASS and
the Events Center box office, call
924-6261 or 924 6260.
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
Wolfman
THEATRE:
"Shaggy
Tales," 115 p.m. and 7:30 p.m., Studio Theatre, Hugh Gillis Hall 103.
STUDENT
HOMELESS
ALLIANCE:
Weekly
meeting,
noon, Afro-American Center, 6th
and Julian Streets, call 335-7039.

Sunday
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: Sunday masses, 6 p.m. at
Campus Christian Center Chapel, 8
p.m. at St. Joseph’s Cathedral, call
298-0204.

Monday
AFRICAN LEADERS EDUCATING and RISING TOGETHER:
General meeting, 6 p.m. to 7 p.m.,
EOP 210 in Wahlquist Library Central, call 279-3381.
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER:
Word bible study, noon to 1 p.m.
and 6:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m., call 2280204.
WING (HUN ASSOCIATION:
Meeting, 7 p in. to 9 p.m,
Woman’s gym patio area, call 2498573.

the civil engineering department.
Tsai credits his success to his
parents, who emphasized the
value of education.
Tsai said he was born into a
poor family in Taiwan. His parents were not able to provide
more than food and shelter, but
stressed education as the thing
they most wanted to pass on to
their children."To this date, I still
believe that (an education) is the
best kind of inheritance any single individual can possibly get,"
Tsai said in his acceptance speech.
Tsai said he was always interested in building and engineering.
"When I was a small child, my
dream was to build a toy house or
a toy bridge. When I grew older,
my dream grew bigger," he said.
Upon completion of a bachelor’s degree in civil engineering
from the National Taiwan University, Tsai, who was given a plane
ticket and a total of $200 from his
parents and brothers, and came to
the United States to attend graduate school at Princeton University.
Within four years, Tsai earned

three degrees: a master of science
degree in engineering, a master of
arts degree, and a Ph.D. in civil
engineering from Princeton.
After he completed his studies
there, he decided to pursue teaching as a profession.
"I thought to myself, ’if I could
work with a group of bright
youngsters who share the same.
dream, (I could) help them make
their dreams come true:" he said.
After five years as an associate’
professor at SJSU, he was promoted to full professor in 1976. Ile
served as chairman of the engineering department for eight
years from 1981 to 1989.
Courses he has taught
throughout his 25 years at SW.:
include soil mechanics, foundation engineering, groundwater
seepage and drainage, earth
structures and soil dynamics.
Tsai was chairman of the
National Council of the Chinese
Institute of Engineers-USA in
1990 and chaired the 12th Modern Engineering and Technology
Seminar in Taipei in 1988.
"He was a marvelous choicer
said Jim Smart, chairman of the
Academic Senate, which chose
Tsai. "His influence is beyond
being a classroom teacher:’

Priced To Entice
The Recycle Book
Store offers used and
new books at prices that
will entice your reading
passion. Science fiction anu
fantasy books are our specialty hut
we also carry CD’s, tapes, and records. The
Recycle Book Store not only sells books at
unbelievably low prices, they’ll buy your used
tusks and recycle them for new readers.

W.I.N.G.S. Reception, 6:30 p.m.,
Moulder Formal Lounge, call 9248954.
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Labyrinth
From page 1
alternative to the pilgrimage to
Jerusalem during the crusades.
Today, the labyrinth is being
rediscovered as a symbol for the
journey of all people embarking
on a spiritual path. Mann said.
Walking a labyrinth feels like
moving toward the center of the
universe, said Michelle Ogburn,
who received her mathematics
teaching credential last semester.
The experience is a wonderful,
universal symbol that goes
beyond religious boundaries, she
said.

The labyrinth at SJSU’s campus
ministry chapel is a replica of the
design built in the 11th century,
located in the Chartes Cathedral
outside of Paris, Mann said.
From 1:30 to 2:30 p.m., Mann
will introduce the labyrinth and
offer a choice between walking it
alone or as part of a group. From
2:30 to 5 p.m., the participants
will walk the labyrinth, she said.
"Walking alone helps a person’s inner reflection by integrating body and mind into one spiritual reflection:’ Mann said. Walking together helps "building communities, a sense of sharing life’s
journey with others," she said.
For more information, contact
Mann at 298-0204.
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CONGRATULATIONS
The Interfraternity Council would like to congratulate the
following fraternity men who achieved a 3.5 or above GPA
and the 91 other men who achieved a 3.0 or above in Spring
1992. We hope everyone does as well with upcoming finals.
Tau Kappa
Epsilon
Jonathan Oh
Craig Pape

Phl Gamma Delta
Daniel Felizzato
Ronald Habina
Justin Hess
John Perfumo
Peter Valenzuela

Alpha Tau Omega
Todd Bodner
Scott (’hopman
Michael Flocchini
Fend Darer
Eric Illadilek
Reggie Nolasco
Darren Pagtakhan
Scott Yemen

Theta Chl
Hector Flow.
Patrick Hort,,ii
Lawrence 1,,a
Jeff Stride
Fred Voluner

Sigma CM
Donald Crocker
Mark Gilbert

[)eith Upsilon
Francisco Baniocanal
Jonathan Eu
Marc iiinoki
Timothy Lloyd
Kappa Sigma
l)arrellAlfaro
Sergio (Sarcia
Michael Navarro
’11roy Stende

Sigma Nu
Jeff Boswell
Jim Butler
Jeffrey Delchiaro
Keith Krohn
Dan Mitchell
David Slay
Dave Thomas

Beta Theta PI
Stephen Wolto52
r
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Transparencies
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The wolf is on trial. Come experience the fun,
the mystery and the unexpected revelations.
Thurs. Fri. Sat., Dec. 2-5 at 1:15 p.m.
Fri., Sat., Dec. 4,5 at 7:30 p.m.
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9pm, Student Union Ballroom,
San Jose State University
Student - $12 adv., $14 door
General- $13 adv., $15 door
Tickets available at BAH outlets &
The Event Center Box Office 5151,1
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4:110-7:00
$1 Draft Bud
Free Buffet

$1.50 Carlsberg
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Sports
SJSU beats Stanford in thriller

I LY

BY DON MCGEE
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

SJSU guard Les Shepherd
helped orchestrate a dramatic 5652 upset victory over Stanford
Thursday night at the Event Center

WHO SAYS A NAME BRAND HAS TO BE EXPENSIVE?
4"Name Brands.. .Below Clone Prices!

EPSON

1 -YEAR*
ON -SITE
WARRANTY!
V

Equity 386SX- I6Plus

Loaded with Grew I- eature:
2MB RAM cop to 14MB

it Mono VGA Monitor

IOMB

IDE ADD

1 44MB 35

101 key keyboard

II

1 Year On -Site Warranty

AACCESS

.i.eAvoti

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGIES

RE numerchthihwiberthip
*FE
(408) 247-4444
APOPMMORMAIIKA
222 5 1.1 (’AMINO REA!
,FREE serial house Wiid./
,
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THE SPARTAN CHOICE!
Use your coupons at either of our convenient locations

135 W. SANTA CLARA ST
rDOWNTOWN SAN JOSE 280-0707

16405. BASCOM AVE
at Hamilton . DWELL 369-8200

frBuy one slical rr$
I get a second slice 11

FREE
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FREE DEUVERY FROM I I FREE DEUVERY FROM
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SAN JOSF I OC.ATION!
280-0707 or 369-8200
280-0707 or 369-8200
one oer COUpOnEXPIRES. 12/15r92

-limit one per coupon -

L.

EXPIRES 12/15192
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in front of a jubilant 1,931 fans.
The win ended a 10-game losing streak for the Spartans dating
back to last season and no doubt is
head coach Stan Morrison’s
biggest victory in his career at
SJSU.
starting in place of
Shepherd
point guard Javier Zavala, who was
nursing a hip-pointer injury
made the most of his opportunity
by pouring in 13 points and dishing out three assists.
"1 got called and 1 had to step
up:’ Shepherd said. "I didn’t look
at it as playing for somebody, I just
looked at it as being a part of the
team:’
Shepherd and teammate Daryl
Scott were stepping up all night.
And who would have thought
Shepherd would even be a part of
the Spartan basketball team after
he elected not to come out for the
basketball team.
Instead he limited his basketball involvement to SJSU’s intramural courts. This year, after making it as a walk-on, that all has
changed and the Spartans are all
smiles.
The Spartans began the game
JENNIFER FEURTADO SPARTAN DAILY
by racing out to a 15-4 advantage
on the strength of Shepherd and SJSU’s Andrew Gardiner tries to get control of the ball as Bart LamDaryl Scott (14 points), who merson defends in the Spartans’ 56-52 upset victory over Stanford.
together combined to score 11 of
SJSU 56, STANFORD 52
the Spartans a 27-24 lead.
the Spartans opening 15 points.
STANFORD (1-1)
After the Spartans equaled their
Shepherd and Scott finished the
Williams 6-15 1-4 IS. Manley 1-3 I - 2
biggest lead of the game at 41-30
half with eight points apiece.
"What a great story. Les was with just over 11 -minutes to go in 3, Lanunerson 0-2 2-2 2. Lollie 3-7 2-2
MVP of our intramural league the contest, the Spartans gained 11, Dukes 1-10 0-0 2, Allaway 1-2 0-0 2,
Poppink 1-3 0-0 2, Hicks 2-3 0-0 4, Pathere last year:’ Morrison said. "I’m momentum.
But the Cardinal fought back to ton 3-6 2-2 10, Ravn 1 - I 0-03. Totals 19real proud of his performance:’
Stanford pulled even after come with in three points at 42-39 52 8-1252.
SAN JOSE STATE (1-1)
guard Bobby Patton drilled a 3- with 5:07. The Spartans finally
Allen 2-9 5-6 9, Scott 7-13 0-0 14,
pointer to ignite an 8-0 run that iced the game on a free throw by
tied the game at 24-24 with 47 sec- forward Jason Allen with nine sec- Brotherton 3-5 I - 5 7, Mitchel 0-2 3-4 3,
onds left to put the Spartans up by Shepherd 4-5 4-9 13, Gardiner 0-1 3-43,
onds left in the half.
Creole 0-0 4-7 4, Frenchwood 1-2 0-0 3,
But SJSU held the ball for the four points..
The Spartans face Gonzaga at Logan 0 2 0 0 0. Totals 17-39 56.
last shot of the half as Spartan Joe
HALFTIMESJSU 27,
Frenchwood hit a 3-pointer as 7:30 p.m. this Saturday at the
STANFORD 24
time expired in the first half to give Event Center.

Solutions from your Apple Campus Resellen
The holiday gift you can really use.

Tell your folks that more college
students choose Macintosh than
any other computer. They’d want
you to be in good company.
Ask for an Apple Macintosh’computer this holiday season and
join all of the students who’ve discovered that no matter what they
do, Macintosh helps them do it better and faster That’s because
Macintosh is so easy to use. And the thousands of auilable software
applications work in a single, consistent way. So once you’ve learned
one, you’re well on your way to learning them all. The advantage,
of Macintosh don’t end when school does. In fact, the nmiority of
Fortune 1000 companies use Macinto,h computers. So ask your
Apple Campus Reseller to help you choose which Macmu Ili tc, put
at the top of your holiday gift list.

.

Macintosh. It’s more than a present, it’s a future.

I

For all of your computer needs visit

Spartan Bookstore Computer Department
924-1809
We have PowerBooks in stock!

A
A.

_

World Events
Slate Alnianac
UN. sends marines
from Camp Pendelton
to help guard supplies
CAMP PENDLETON (AP) Marines updated their wills Thursday and made plans to spend the
holidays away from their families as
part of a United Nations force to
guard shipments of food and medicine to Somalia.
"If you miss Christmas, you miss
Christmas. That’s part of being a
Mariner said Lt. Kevin Bentley, a
base spokesman.
The United Nations on Thursday
afternoon approved an effort led by
U.S. troops to protect relief supplies
in the lawless nation. The largest
contingent of troops would be some
16,000 from Camp Pendleton’s 1st
Marine Expeditionary Force, said a
Pentagon spokesman who spoke on
condition of anonymity.
Lt. Gen. Robert Johnston, commander of the 1st Marine Expeditionary Force, probably would be in
charge of the entire U.S. mission, said
Master Sgt. John Farrell, spokesman
for the base.
Some Marines from Camp
Pendleton already were among a
strike force stationed just off the East
African coast, poised to be the first
into Somalia and to smooth the way
for others.

SPARTAN DA I LY

0 Tanker spews
millions of gallons
of oil near Spain
LA CORUNA, Spain (AP) - A Greek
tanker crashed onto rocks outside a fogshrouded harbor entrance Thursday,
breaking apart in heavy seas and spilling
millions of gallons of crude oil that
threatened the area’s rich fishing grounds.
Hundreds fled their homes after an
explosion tore the stern loose from the
53,964-ton Aegean Sea and set off an
inferno a few yards offshore five hours
after the ship ran aground. All 29 crew
were rescued, officials said.
Curiosity seekers gathered along the
rugged coastline of this city of 250,000 to
watch huge orange flames boiling from
the stern section. A burning oil slick ran
alongside the tanker. Thick, black smoke
billowed high over the city, on Spain’s
northwestern corner about 280 miles
from Madrid.
Authorities said an oil slick 1.2 miles
wide stretched 12 miles northeastward
up the Galician coast.

@ Mexican children
dying of starvation,
researcher says
MEXICO CITY (AP) - Some 50,000
Mexican children under age 5 die of starvation every year, a researcher told a conference on health and nutrition in the
Mexican capital.
But the expert, Abelardo Alba, said the
death rate for the youngsters is still higher

SJI1 joss. State University

CHEAP! FBI / 11.5. SEIZED
89 Mercedes
$200.
86W1
$50.
87 Mercedes
$100.
65 Mustang
$25.
Choose hom thousands start $25.
FREE Infomiabai.
24 Hour Hothne.801-3792929
Copyrstht N CA291(./C

ANNOUNCEMENTS

MOPED, SCACHS. RUNS GREAT.
$195.00 or best offer.
294 9717 or 241 7254.

AFRICAN CONNECTION
BOOKSTORE
Books. niagaznes. tapes and
unique gilt items.
Hours: Tues. thu Fn. 16 pm.
Sat.. 10 6 pm. & Sun. 11 - 4 pm.
463 S Ba503M Ave. San Jose.
4082793342.
BUILD OUR BUSINESS IN YOUR
native land without leaving home.
Choose Mexico. Guatemala,
Panama & Brazil. Will train. Well
capitalized. Call 1-8004849991
ert. 7500 for preview information.
DNA International.

EARTHQUAKE AUDIO EQUIP.
Woofers, mids, tweets, amps.
crossovers. Speaker boxes made
for any car or truck. Call:
(415)591 944 3

ELECTRONICS

COMPUTERS foe sale, consist of
40 MB HD, IBM RAM. 1 FDD, VGA
/mono display, 5 ye labor, 1 yr part.
286 -4499. 386/33 SX v $549.
386/40 DX -4,639. 486/33
$899. For other configurations cat
CHAPMAN UNIVERSITY, Slimy le. Computer Masters (408) 363an educational alternative. BS in 1906.
CS. CIS, Bus., EleCtIOMCS. &ISO AA,
MBA. & prof. deselcp. 734 5017.

FOR SALE

CODY. WE MET BIKE RIDING on
Summit Rd. 11/21, white Trek SMITH CORONA 700 WORD
Processor with printer. $350.00.
Please call Am (408)247 7741.
Cal 238.6732 after 4 pm.
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
FISCHER SKIS (180 cm), BOOTS
Otha- visits, teeth cleaned and
’rays - no charge
191/2), Poles 2 sets). Thule Ski
Rack (carries 6 paw) and boot bag.
SAVE MONEY ad your TEETH
Call Mn,: 415/3696147.
&MO now! Fey trochure see
A S Office or Cal 800655.3225.
INEXPENSIVE & GOOD STEEL
5,000.000. MEDICAL /11EALT1I office desks, swrvel roller chairs,
Instrana, ornerage for statues plain study off. chars. 2863322.
thru Bkr Cross cr California
Raft, as ler* a’s $22. per month. SMITH CORONA Weed Processor.
PWP 7000L1. like new laptop. Dsy.
Also available are:
WM. Printer 16 In. display. 90.000
Preg,narry plan / Dental plan.
word dictionary. Other features:
1133 Saratoga Ave. San Jose
spet /grne.. char. $350. 1/2 pnoe.
1408)252-7300.
Cal 415/3280109.
WANTED:
YAWN UINEZO
PSYCHOLOGY VOLUffTEERS
African fabric, prints, reprise.
Reach out 3 hours per week
T shirts. dashikis. 15 Stevan Aso.
as a CommunIty Fnend. plowing
San lose 408/2583220.
sorial support to those who
hider mental illness We train
408 436-0606

GREEK

THE LORD JESUS CHRIST paid a
debt He Mil not owe because we
owed a debt we could not pay.
God so loved the world that He
gave His only begotten Son
that whoever believes in Him
should not perish but have
eternal life. He who believes
In Hen won the disapporntert

FRATERNITY / SORORITY INS.
Cin Uris notre
We insure mae *alma IPS &
sororities than any local nsuranoe
broke. If you have had difficulty
cremate, competrthe liatnifuty
and prprorty coverages,
call (4081252 7300

OPEN BIBLE. THE ACTS OF THE
HELP WANTED
sinful nature are obvious: sexual
immorality. impurity and debauch
HAS JOB openings
SYSTEMS
POP
hatred.
ery. idolatry & witchcraft
discord. radusy. Ms of rage, self n hehteoi u.pulfq irdistry Cal
for Interest ii
1408194403)1
an embryo dissensons. factions
a tallow account exerutive or
& envy, drunkeness. orgies. & the
like. I warn you. as I del before. part time shipping / recefying clerk
poseon.Exceent opportunity
that those who be Mie the wall riot
for niarketrg mares or any
Oral the lingdom of God. Mit the
graduate* senor.
fruit of the spire is Inve, joy, peace.
patience. kindness, faithfulness.
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
gentleness, and self control.
Hfr114trtv Help Nnerk’d
Against such thngs there e no leer.
START AT $1223
S. Cha, P.O. Box 160315. Cupertr
No experience necessary We will
no. CA 95016.
Sam’!! Flexible hours se armed
school schedule. Walt P/T dung
AUTOMOTIVE
school, F/T or P/T dung spring
semester. Guarantee yotr simmer
AUTO INSURANCE
job now! Internships. scholarships,
Campus Insurance Service
coop programs available
Special Student Pnograms
Call (408)2805195.
Swung SJSU ice 20 years
-Great Rates for Good Drkers’Good Rates for NonGood Drhers" MANAGEMENT POSITIONS for
motivated students. Complete
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
training. Avg. earnings 514k. top
"Good Student"
10% $28k. P/T spring. F/T
’Family Multi-car’
summer. Responsibilities include:
CALL TODAY
6 - 10 employees, Mktg., sales,
2965270
production. Most costar’s filled by
FREE QUOTE
Dec. CaN today. 1E1034009332.
NO HASSLE - NO OBUGATION
Also open Satudays 9-2.

Way, December 4,1992

in nations at a similar stage of development, such as Costa Rica and Chile.
Alba said in comments reported by the
English-language newspaper The News
that the country has the resources to solve
the hunger problem, but that it lacks the
political will.
He is a researcher at the Metropolitan
Autonomous University in Mexico City,
where the conference was held.

Russian crime rate
dramatically rises,
police understaffed
MOSCOW (AP) - Russian police
have registered a record 2.25 million
crimes in the first 10 months of this year,
a 21 percent increase over the same period last year, authorities announced
Thursday.
Boris Gubin, the head of the Interior
Ministry’s statistics department, blamed
the increase on the chaotic situation in
the country, which he called "a madhouse:’
Another reason, he said in an interview, is that police are understaffed and
underpaid.
"In Moscow alone, there are tens of
thousands of vacancies" on the police
force, he said.
"Policemen are ashamed of their uniform because of the public’s attitude
toward their profession:’ Gubin said.
"Their average pay is lower than that of
factory workers:’
There was a record number of murders and attempted murders in the January-to-October period, with a combined
total of 18,170, Gubin said. The ministry
does not distinguish between killings and

attempted killings, he said.
But the number of sex-related crimes
dropped by 6.4 percent, to 11,539 cases,
over the past 10 months, according to an
1TAR-Tass report.
The news agency quoted unidentified
experts as saying the decline was due to a
rise in prostitution, which "makes paid
love more available:’
The number of economic crimes
dropped by 21 percent, to a total of
110,467 cases, between January and
October.

0 Bomb explodes
during rush hour,
blamed on IRA
MANCHESTER, England (AP) - IWO
bombs blamed on the IRA exploded during morning rush hour, injuring at least 64
people in a shower of glass and debris.

Classi ed
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no cLarm for products or
services advertised below nor b
there any guarantee Implied. The
classified cokanns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

I

Most of the injuries were minor, but a
23-year-old store clerk suffered serious
spinal injuries. He was hit by debris from
the second explosion after being evacuated onto the street after the first blast.
The explosions followed a stepped up
bombing campaign in London by the Irish
Republican Army. In past years, the IRA
has increased its bombings during the
Christmas season.
The Manchester bombs contained
about 2 pounds of explosives each and
were planted in ornamental shrubbery,
police said.
Police said the first explosion came
without warning.
Callers using an IRA codeword telephoned a suicide counseling center and a
radio station seven minutes later and said
four bombs had been planted in the city,
police said.
They said a suspicious device was
found later, but there was no immediate
word on whether it was a bomb.

Phone: 924-3277 III FAX: 924-3282
COUNSELOR/DIRECT CARE staff DELIVERY DRIVERS 8, CASHIERS
for residential facilities for young DAY & EVENING SHIFTS AVAIL
adults with autism. F/T & P/T posiGood pay! Must be rehable and
hard woriug. Apply in person.
trons available. $6. $6.25 / hour.
Pasta Mia Restaurant
Call (408)4483953.
2565 N. Fest St or call 4357300.
HIGH TECH JOBS THE EASY WAY!
The Job Fnder for High Tech Silicon
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
leachers & Substitutes.
Valley lists valuable information on
*Medical / Dental Benefits.
700+ companies in the Silicon
Sck & Vacation Pay.
Valley to help you find jobs that
*Employee Childcare Credit.
suit your skill set. It allows you
to act smart in your job search.
Employoe Referral Bonus.
Available at Spartan Bookstore.
Now heft for before and after
school age child care programs
EARN $1,500 WEEKLY mailing our
and preschool programs.
Minimum 12 tries ECE
circulars! Begin ncsvl Free packed
or related course work
SETS. Dept 15. Box 4000.
(i.e. elementary Ed. or recreation).
Cordova, TN. 38018)40W.
Also hug aedential students cr
equnralent to watt in Ott private
GREEKS &CLUBS, RAISE A COOL
$1,00C1.00 in just one week! Plus elementary as instruchcnal ads.
$1,000. Ice the member who calls! We are offering FT. PT, spItt shifts
and flex hairs Ice students.
And a free headphone rack) just for
eating 16009320528. ext. 65.
Call (408) 257-7326
for an nteviee
INTERNATIONAL FUGHT SERVICE
or hither nfomiabon.
STUDENT INTERNSHIP. Jeppesen.
a leader in computerized aviation
$16.00 PER HOUR SALARY
services, has an opening Jan.
Telemarketng !Canvassing.
1993 for a parttime assistant
Lawn aeration
Weekends & Evenings.
(20 trs/wk). Duties: assist w/ tnp
planning, obtain clearances.
Start Saturday - Paid Monday.
ground handling, invoicing using
(408)7324443.
NOMAD. Candidate must be Jr. or
Sr., have expenere w/computers.
$200.- $500. WEEKLY
Knowledge of aviation desirable.
Assemble prodirts at home.
Subme resume to: Jeepesen Data Easy! No seem You re pad deed.
Fully guaranteed.
Plan. 121 Abnght Way. Los Gatos,
CA 95030. E0E, A/A, M/F/11/V.
FREE Information 24 hour hotline.
801-3792900.
Comet& CA29KDH.
SUMMER MGMT. INTERNSHIPS.
Most positions filled by Feb. Gain
valuable expenence managing 68
employees, customers & suppliers.
Avg. earnings $6 16,030.. Call
University Painting Pros, for WILLOW GARDENS APTS.
into /ant call 1,800525-5877.
Minutes from San Jose State.
Spacious 2 bedroom apts. with 2
full baths. Ideal for students and
NOW HIRING
roommates. Swimming pool,
Ful di Part Tine Positions
saunas, weight rooni arid club
Throughout Silicon Valley
house. Quality Irving at a reason
To 57.50 per hots
able rate. Ask for stu Went discount.
exrenence)
((epending on
1750 Stokes St. (408) 996-0300
GRAVEYARD/WEEKEND
AVARABIUTY A PLUS
Apply it
- 4 pm
I BEDROOM APARTMENTS
wrth all Unto. kitchen, asheasher
Monday - Friday
ar conditionirg. gate I covered
American Protect/se Services
2041 Mission College BMI
parlorg arid 011 sae laundry.Bright
Suite 150, Santa Clara
and airy. Quiet nice for staff, OK
EOE M/F/H/V snce 1944.
fa two. 1 block from campus.
From $600. / month.
Aspen Vintage Tower.
PART TIME JOB OPPORTUNITY.
297-0705.
San Jose sales office for nation
wide company is seeking mature.
responsible, student to assist with
administratrve, office work. 15 20
hours per week. Macintosh skills
necessary. Please send resume to
GPI, 1550 The Alameda, Suite
302, San Jose, CA 95126.

HOUSING

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
TRAVEL
ROOM 4 RENT I block from SJSU.
Word Processing, Temi Papers
Vic. house. Rents range from
Theses, Graduate Work, APA &
$250. - $300. + 10% PG&E per RENT RESORT HOME MAZATLAN
Ttrabon. Desktop Publishing.
-m. yr/
month. 5200. dep. 8: 2937926.
Mexico. 12/25 - 1/1.1 tick
Graphic Design & Layout_
kit & hung:Dom. $500. 2267315.
Laser Clutpie.
M/F ROOMMATE WANTED: Dec.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
move. Separate ham., ba kitchen. AIRLINE TICKETS DISCOUNTED!
V. I. P. Graphics
1920’S UNIQUE 1 BR, with large walk-in closet. Rent $337./mo. ’Last minutes". oneway, roundNear OeM/Idge Mall
closets, hardwood floors. peeling N. 3rd. near Julian. Call Eric trip, domestic or international.
3639254.
di yard. Clean, quiet, sober and 2830455 (eve.) / 721-3119 (day). 408/3799934.
financially responsible person.
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
BRECKENRIDGE SKI TRIP
Single occupancy. $595./mo. HOUSE AVA1LABEL- Dec. 1,1992.
90 So. 12th St. off Ten ftnando. Jan. 13 19 ski Colorado powder. Word Processing! Theses, term
553 S. 6th St Call 2927761.
4 bedrooms, 2 bath. Maximum 4 6 nights / 5 days air pre $589. papers. Nursing & group protects,
WANTED: F ROOMMATE ASAP. persons. Rent $1,350./month, 5 nights / 4 days bus pre $375. resumes. letters, manuscripts. etc.
Trip includes condo with kitchen, Word Perfect 5.1, HP Laser Jet. All
Dec. or Jan. mom. Dec. rent free. plus utilities. Owner. 2481440.
fireplace. hot tub. and Nit tickets. fommts plus APA. Spelling, parer
Share room - $250./month.
anon and gammar assistance. All
For more nforrnaton contact
576 South 5th St.. near Reed.
work guaranteed! Save $S$ with
SJSU Ski Club president.
Cal Laura or Terry: 2953420.
Referral Discounts! For worryfree,
Todd Smith at 77139250.
NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE?
dependable, and prompt service.
MASTER DORMS, 2 lull baths, 6 We can help! No nsli & satisfaction
guaranteed. Limited offers at huge BEACH CONDO. South Padre call PAM 2472681)8 ain-8 p.m).
closets, 2 blocks from SJSU.
discount. Write today: ASA. Island. Sleeps eight 20 yards from
Underground parking, laundry
I HATE TO TYPE!
beach, pool & iaccuzi. Considered
room. BEIQ area, pool table, prig 2455 23rd Ave. S.F. CA 94116.
If this got your attention.
hottest beach resort by Current
prong table. Free cable TV.
Affairs
give
yourself a break.
miles
from
Senecas.
and
20/20.
27
148 E. William St. Move in bonus! WRMNG & RESEARCH
Let me do it fa you!
Term paper & thesis preparation Mexico. $1,300.00 per week.
Cat Cindy at 94743803.
pick
up and delmery.
Quak
Free
All
suhrects.
Deposit
required.
1-8032531469.
and assistance.
fled writers on every topic. Editing.
52.00 per page / $5.00 mnimum.
SECURED BUILDING
Call Julie: 9988354.
Rewriting. Resumes. ESL students WHERE DO YOU %%Kr TO GO?
2 bedroom / 1 bath
Hawaii. Mexco, Europe, U.S.,
welcomed. Work guaranteed.
FREE Basic Cable
Emergencies a specially. Fast, Make your Chnstnias plans new. SANTA CLARA SECRETARIAL
Laundry morn
Service. (408) 9842268. Near
Call fur low airfares.
satisfactory service. Improve yore
Undagrourd panerg
SCU. Term papers. resumes. etc.
Arlene:
grades! (Berkeley) 510841-5036.
576 S. 5th St. 295.6893.
408 997-3647.
WHEN THE BEST
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS. STATE FARM SELLS HEALTH INS.
IS AU, YOU NEED.
Operations and hospital roans
1 lann./1ba $595. 2 tdmi /2 ba
Papers $2 rg, aid up.
PROCESSING
start $745. Available nay. Walk or cost a lot more than you think Call
Laser printer - Macintosh
nde bike to school. Ample parking, me today for details on State Farm
Theses/Projects/Term Papers. ENGLISH PROBLEMS A SPECIALTY
hospital surgical insurance
garage available Secured entrance.
Spelt aid Grammar Check.
Call Marsha at 2669448 for full
Judy Duport 736-4204.
Cable TV avail. Laundry facilities.
Oren every day until 8 pm.
service word processing: edit for
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Dada straddles the extremes of pop

‘Go Pato

BY JON SOLOMON
Span Daily Stall Wnter

Trie Reggae Uprising
BY JON SOLOMON

Spartan Daily staff Wntet

Pato Banton, who’s been touring the country and spreading a "positive vibe will bring his socially conscious vibrations to the Student Union Ballroom on Saturday at 9 pm.
"I’ve been learning a lot through the years and I think
there’s nothing better a person can do but to help other
people and uplift other people," Banton said in a phone
interview from the Anaconda Theater in Santa Barbara. "I
think music is one of the greatest vehicles to inspire and
motivate people.
"If you can you use it positively then you
should do so. Too many times music
is exploited and used for anything
just to make money"
Banton lyrically calls for a
world united,
especially in the
title
track
of his
latest
album,
"Universal
Love"
"Universal Love is
not a dream or
an idealistic vision,
it is Eternal Reality" Banton wrote.
In "Go Pato," he uses the song as a
toast to his listeners around the world,
and with a chorus of children behind
him thanks every one of the United
States with raggamuffin flare.
Early on in his career, Banton
mainly listened to and played traditional roots reggae in the vain of
Bob Marley, Big U, Dillinger and
Trinity. But on "Universal Love
Banton takes those influences
one step further in what he
calls "progressive reggae"
tossing in slices of funk and
rap.
He took over the full
production of "Universal
Love" at his own studio in
Birmingham, England.
where he lives.
Banton sings and plays
a majority of the instruments on the album, but also
recruited Steel Pulse bassist Alvin
Ewen, Beshara singer Ray Watts,
PUBUCTY PHOTO
and ex -English Beater Ranking
Roger.
Banton and Roger team up on
the groovin’ reggae tune, "Bubbling Hot" from "Universal Love."
Roger, who has just Ii ished a tour with his band Special Beat, will probably collaborate with Banton
in the future. "We’re actually talking about doing an album at some point:’ Banton said.
Banton’s debut album "Never Give In" released on I.R.S records subsidiary Primitive Man, featured
the hit song "Don’t Sniff Coke which chronicled Banton’s rise to fame. The fame began with his single
"1 1db Tosh, Got a Toshiba" and Ranking Roger caught wind of it.
Roger later invited Banton to sing on "Pato and Roger a Go Talk:’ on the English Beat album "Special
Beat Service." Banton then went on to sing a guest vocal on "Hip Hop Lyrical Robot" on UB40’s album
"Little Baggariddim." From then on Banton has been striving forth, extending his words to people
around the world. If people haven’t heard it, he offers a piece of advice.
’People should check out the message at some point and take a listen to what is going down:’ Banton
said. "It’s really good and really positive:’

Pato Banton

2.1rd ,iiinua/

average syrupy top- torty rehash.
"It’s alternative rock with a
melody;’ Gurley said. But after
pausing briefly he said, "how
’bout we’re a cross between Jimi
Hendrix and the Carpenters:’
How’s that for a combination?
But besides the vague distance
between extremes there’s a drop of
Squeeze, only fresher, some Police
and even a blink of R.E.M. Add to
that some Jimmy Page-inspired
rifling, and that’s some serious
aesthetic deconstruction.
"You can’t help if it comes
through subconsciously in music
and the songwriting," Gurley said.
"But they come out because that’s
what you like. I love Jimmy Page, I
love Hendrix. I love all the greats:’
The Squeeze and Beatle-esque

Persian art and dance showcased in SJSU Music Hall
SPARTAN DAILY STAFF REPORT
SJSU will showcase a "A Rendezvous with Art" ,
an evening of traditional Persian dance, poetry, and
music Friday at 8 p.m. in the Music Concert Hall.
Persian artists will show their work in the lobby of
the concert hall before and during the performances.
Ballet Afsaneh will perform intricate dances to the
music of Group Parvaneh using images of Persian
mysticism, poetry and painting, said Mahnoush
Harirsaz of the Art and Culture Society that is sponsoring the program.
Ballet Afsanseh, which means enchantment,
reconstructed dances after decades of research into
the history of the literature, music and dance of Persia. Some costumes date back to the 16th century.
The Pishgum National Ballet will also perform
Persian dance that is described as "playful, dramatic
and rhythmically intricate"

Persian dance symbolizes "the swirling of graceful
heavenly beings of paradise," Harirsaz said. "It is
quite mystical"
"We try to bring harmony to people through the
art, music and dance of different cultures," said
Harirsaz, president of the Art and Culture Society.
David Ramzy will read the poetry of Hafez in
both Farsi, the official language of Iran, and English.
Shahpour Zamanian, who owns the Persian
Dance Academy in Sunnyvale, will also perform traditional Persian dance.
After performing background music with the ballet, Group Parvaneh will perform classical music and
songs from the Near East as learned from master
instrumentalists through the ages.
Tickets are $12 for general admission and $10 for
students and seniors. For more information call the
Art and Culture Society at (408) 259-2742.
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SEND MONEY FOR
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In the early 1920s, dada was an
artistic movement that sought the
discovery of authentic reality
through the abolition of tradional
cultural and aesthetic forms by a
technique of comic derision in
which irrationality, chance and
intuition were the guiding principles, at least as far as the American Heritage Dictionary is concerned.
The trio, dada, relies somewhat
on the priciples of the original
movement, but singer and guitarist Michael Gurley said, "we
just like the name. We liked the
way it looked. The music will
make the name
The music behind the name is
unadulterated pop built from the
tight rhythm section of bassist
Joie Calio (whose brother, incidentally, goes to SJSU), and
drummer Phil Leavitt. Dada, who
played last night at One Step
Beyond, has created a buzz with
its debut "Puzzle.
The album has the basic ingredients of pop the catchy lyrics,
harmonies and so forth but
there’s an added element of style
that draws from more than your

harmonies surface occasionally
on the album, especially on
"Dog’,’ "Mary Sunshine Rain" and
"Timothy’ a song of schoolboy’s
daydream musings.
"Some of our songs are like
’story’ songs," Gurley said.
Gurley and Calio, who met in
elemenatary school in Saratoga,
collaborate lyrically in the vain of
Gurley’s favorite fiction writers
such as Charles Bukowski, Tom
Wolfe and Ken Keasy. "Here
Today, Gone Tomorrow" is a
bizarre fictional tale inspired by
some freaks who hang out on the
corner near Gurley’s apartment
on Santa Monica Blvd. and Vine
Street in Hollywood, a "classic Los
Angeles weird place" Gurley said.
"Every song doesn’t have to
save the world and every song
doesn’t have to be about someone’s heart getting broken," Gurley said.
"Dizz Knee Land:’ describes a
somewhat misanthropic view of
life, but it’s recently been number
one on the requests for alternative
station KROQ in L.A and number
eight on Billboard’s Alternative
chart. That’s not too bad considering it’s the band’s debut and only
three months old.
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coffee house music
Hanh Chau, Piano
Mike 6. Bill, Jazz Duo
Jazz for Two
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